Agreement Types for Fully Executed/Completed/Void Negotiations
FYTD2020 (thru Period 10)

**Agreement Type Category**  | **Count**
---|---
Industrial | 491
Non-Disclosure Agreements | 402
Federal | 359
Subcontract | 276
Federal - University flow through | 257
Material Transfer Agreement | 168
Industrial - Federal flow through | 153
Other | 137
Data Transfer and Use | 108
Proposal Review | 96
State | 71
Analysis and Advice | 69
Consortium | 62
Misc | 185

Note: Assignment of IP (PI), Business Associate Agreement, Confidentiality / Non-Disclosure Agreement (Student Class Project), IND - Student Class Project Agreement (5A or 5B), IP Assignment (other), JIT, No Signature Required, Prior Approval, Technology Control Plan are excluded.